
Naples (2020)
DIRECTOR & EDITOR - "LA SEDUTA"DIRECTOR & EDITOR - "LA SEDUTA"

This short winks at the classic stereotypes of a session with a

psychologist and distorts them.  Being a doctor with a degree in

Clinical Psychology, as well as director of this short, allowed me to

have a clearer idea of the psychologist in the common imagination and

to play with it.

DIRECTOR, WRITER, PRODUCER, EDITORDIRECTOR, WRITER, PRODUCER, EDITOR
Naples (2020)

DIRECTOR, WRITER, PRODUCER - "I LOVE FILMS"DIRECTOR, WRITER, PRODUCER - "I LOVE FILMS"

I  showed how shooting a scene works through the eyes of an

aspiring fi lmmaker,  so this short is enjoyable by both fi lmmakers

and a normal audience. It  was stimulating to write a short that

appears to break the fourth wall  but it  actually never does, and

that used an enclosed space as a strength rather than a l imit.

London (2019 - 2020)

DIRECTOR, WRITER, PRODUCER, EDITOR, COMPOSERDIRECTOR, WRITER, PRODUCER, EDITOR, COMPOSER
"THE WAITING GAME""THE WAITING GAME"

Three fr iends from high school  reunite after  10 years to play an old

game: they wil l  cal l  3  different del ivery locations and the last  one t

receive his food wil l  lose.  One by one al l  the del ivery guys arrive as

these "fr iends" unfold their  true feel ings.

London (2019)

I have shot online commercials for 'Hypóstasis handmade jewelry'.

The designer and I worked side by side to realize a product that

could highlight the steps that it takes to create a single piece. 

Commercial for a psychological help desk which, from January

2021,  was transmitted in tube and train stations of Naples and its

province. My degree in psychology helped me manage both the

writing and the shooting itself.

Skil lsSki l ls

CONTENT CREATORCONTENT CREATOR
Naples (2018 - present)

Enrico BorrometiEnrico Borrometi

      EducationEducation

held by Silvio Soldini &

Giuseppe Battiston 

Undergraduate in psychological 
sciences and techniques 

Filmmaking course at MetFilm School 

Postgraduate in clinical and developmental psychology 

Screenwriting course at ASCI film school 

'Actor-Director dialogue' workshop 

Filmmaking course at NYFA 

Juror at Giffoni film festival

Work experienceWork experience
DIRECTOR & WRITERDIRECTOR & WRITER

A project that explores the consequences of isolation during quarantine due

to Covid-19. I shot more than 100 interviews and I monitored some people

over time. Currently in post production.

I also interviewed people age 25 and over, exploring the phenomenon of the

post-university crisis. I intend to write a monologue based on the interviews

for an actor to recite and, subsequently, edit the project showing the

interpretation first and the interviews after. Currently in production.

Naples (2020 - present)

ASSOCIATE PRODUCER & FILMMAKER - "WE AREASSOCIATE PRODUCER & FILMMAKER - "WE ARE
ANIMALS"ANIMALS"

I produced and filmed several stories for Smart Media LLC and Lady

Freethinker charity for a feature animal rights documentary entitled "We

are animals", currently in post-production. I deepened several topics,

especially 'stray dogs', a problem encouraged by crimial organizations

and a culture of carelessness, so respondents were afraid of

delinquents or even their own fellow citizens.

Naples, Calabria (2019 - 2021)

Songwriting, singing, guitar playing, photography, travelling,

meditation, yoga, swimming, scuba diving, subbing

Other  interestsOther  interests

LanguagesLanguages
English (proficiency); Italian (native)

Contacts  & l inksContacts  & l inks
Mail: 

eborrometi4@gmail.com

 Phone: 

07496416418

Linkdin: 

www.linkedin.com/in/enricofilms/

Showreel: 

https://vimeo.com/685975660

YouTube: 

www.youtube.com/user/borrometino

Instagram: 

www.instagram.com/harryborrows/

I am a filmmaker specialized in writing and

directing. I love making shorts, fiction as

well as documentaries, but I am also skilled

in shooting commercials and music videos. 

I am communicative, joyful to cooperate

with all the other members of cast and 

crew but I am also able to shoot alone,

whether it's a commissioned job or a

personal project. 

I have a postgraduate in psychology that

helps me both with writing real characters,

and also to understand how to cope with

stressful situations on set. 

My best skills are having ideas and finding

solutions to different types of prob, both on

set and in the writing room. 

WRITER, DIRECTOR AND VIDEOGRAPHERWRITER, DIRECTOR AND VIDEOGRAPHER  
More works info and videos viewable on Linkdin 

AboutAbout

https://vimeo.com/594528350
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5seADN7NKuE
https://vimeo.com/464741517
https://vimeo.com/375444505
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6kM54d7IyJw
http://www.linkedin.com/in/enricofilms/
http://www.vimeo.com/user97231836
http://www.youtube.com/user/borrometino
http://www.instagram.com/harryborrows/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/enricofilms/

